
Say you, ‘if the sea be the ink for the words of my 

Lord, then necessarily, the sea would be exhausted 

and the words of my Lord would not come to an end, 

though We may bring the like of it for help.

Say you, ‘apparently in facial outlook of a man, I am 

like you, I receive revelation that your God is one God, 

then who-so-ever hopes to meet his Lord, he should do 

noble deeds and associate not any one in the worship 

of his Lord.
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 It gives me immense pleasure to address the young Hallians through “The Hallmark”. 
The glossy magazine is reflective of creative ability and intellectual depth of the young 
writers. The pictorials display a vibrant view of a wholesome life and year round activities of 
students at the campus. The magazine adequately signifies optimistic and positive feelings 
of students and their successful approach towards life. 

 The success of students always owes to the institution. Burn Hall, I must proclaim, is 
one of the leading institutions of the country, which is providing vibrant and conducive 
environment to its students for their wholesome grooming and personality development 
through a host of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. The illustrious alumni of the 
college have greatly benefited from this healthy and harmonious environment and are now 
rendering valuable services for the prosperity and development of our nation. I am sure that 
you will carry the rich values and traditions imbibed here to greater heights. 

 Dear Hallians! Today our country is passing through critical phase of its existence and 
is entangled, both internally and externally, in grave challenges. This prevailing situation 
mandates you to prepare yourselves to overcome all the present and future challenges by 
attaining quality education along with high standards of moral values and self discipline. 
You, as young eagles of this great institution, must inculcate the noblest values of tolerance, 
truthfulness and optimism so that you can rub shoulders with your elders as responsible 
members of the global community. I urge you to attain academic excellence by working 
zealously and wholeheartedly, not only to achieve your personal aims but also the national 
goals. You are the future of our country; lead this nation to the path of glory, progress and 
prosperity.

 In the end, I would like to appreciate the Editorial Board for their hard work and efforts 
put in for the publication of the wonderful magazine. The creative renderings of the young 
Hallians are most entertaining and justly praiseworthy.

 May Allah Almighty bless you with unsurpassable successes in future. (Ameen!)

Lieutenant General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Chairman
Board of Governors
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 I am pleased to communicate with the young Hallians through the current issue of 
“The Hallmark”. The magazine is not merely the collection of words and images; it is rather 
an effective forum for Hallians to express their ideas and opinions on various issues in an 
organized and skillful manner.  

 The scholarly taste and academic flair of the students portrayed in the magazine 
reflect that Army Burn Hall College for Boys focuses on overall grooming of the students 
and provides a creditable inclusion of the curricular and co-curricular activities for the 
Hallians all the year round. Through these activities, the students are infused with a sound 
blend of knowledge, socio-ethical values, intellectual and moral grooming and physical  
development.

 Dear Hallians! The present era poses daunting challenges of unprecedented advancement 
in every sphere of life and human endeavour. Being the future of Pakistan, you must 
embark upon these challenges with enthusiasm and sturdy determination. The dedicated 
administration and the Faculty of Army Burn Hall College for Boys are employing all 
measures necessary for shaping the character of its alumni, inculcating moral values in 
them and preparing them for a life of leadership, selfless service and personal fulfillment. 
Therefore, make full use of these opportunities and equip yourself with the scientific 
and general knowledge wholeheartedly. With your devoted hard work and sound basic 
knowledge, you will in future be able to bring constructive changes in society which in long 
run ensures the progress of our country.

 In the end, I extend my felicitations to all young Hallians for their valuable contributions. 
I also congratulate the Editorial Board and the College administration for publishing a 
quality magazine.

I wish you all the best for your future endeavours. 

Major General Nadeem Raza, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Deputy Chairman
Board of Governors
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Message of the

 It gives me immense pleasure to record my feelings for the current issue  of “The 
Hallmark”. The magazine provides a window to the creative world of Army Burn Hall 
College for Boys, which has very eco-friendly campus and is equipped with state of the 
art infrastructure. We have well equipped laboratories and classrooms to help students in 
attaining the desired standards in academics and related skills. The campus has adequate 
sports infrastructure to take care of sports and recreational activities of the students.

 Empowering our students with conceptual knowledge, wisdom and confidence at 
the academic level is our foremost priority. The infrastructure, facilities and equipments 
combined with a galaxy of competent and dedicated faculty contribute to effective teaching 
learning activities. The students take full advantage of these opportunities and make their 
Alma mater proud by succeeding with flying colours in Federal Board and Cambridge 
University examinations.

 After taking due care of the academics, the main focus of the Institution is to mould 
our students into better human beings and instill in them values which are embedded for life. 
We aim to provide an overall development that nurtures them towards attaining refined and 
balanced personality. The institution provides every student with soft skills and educational 
skills by exposing them to a series of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities round the 
year.

 I have firm belief that success is inevitable where there exist; foresightedness, firm 
determination, hard work and discipline. I am sure that the graduates of this great institution 
will be proud of themselves as confident and successful members of the society, ready to 
contribute positively for the prosperity and sovereignty of the country. I wish all the students 
and faculty a successful and rewarding career.

 Lastly, I admire the contributions made by teachers and students along with the good 
work done by the editors due to which the publication of the magazine has become possible.

Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad

Principal
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 The hallmark of Burn Hall “The Hallmark” magazine 

once again is in your hands. A true reflection of this great 

institution, representation of marvelous values, norms, 

customs and manifestation of exuberant talent of the students 

of Burn Hall.

 When we started working on this issue, I was much 

impressed by the efforts of the young Hallians who were having 

this strong faith that if they can’t change the direction of the 

wind, they can adjust the sails to reach their destination. They 

are aware of the fact that they have to face the sun, because sky is their limit. They always strive 

hard to convert their good into better and their better into best.

 They have put in their best while they were writing the articles and poems for “The 

Hallmark”. They showed great enthusiasm because they know that happiness is not something 

they postpone for the future. It is something they design for the present. 

 We are their mentors and monitors. They always look at us for valuable guidance and we 

always show them the right path to reach their destination with full zeal. We always tell them 

to pursue excellence. Though perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can 

achieve excellence.

 I hope you will enjoy and appreciate the efforts of the whole team of “The Hallmark”

From the Editor’s Pen

Tashfeen Abbasi
Head of English Department

Editor-in-Chief
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The College Faculty

ADMINISTRATION

Principal: Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad 
  M Phil (Physics)
Chief Instructor: Colonel Muhammad Latif 
  M Sc (Chemistry), M Ed. M Phil (Education)
Senior Instructor: Lieutenant Colonel Muhammad Khalid 
  MSc Physics, MA (Educational Administration)
Academic Coordinator: Lt Col (R) Rooh-ul-Amin 
  MA (Internatiional Relations), 
  MA (Educational Administration)
Administration Officer Lt Col (Retd) Muhammad Sadiq Akbar, TI (M)
Adjutant: Capt Kaleem Abbas 

SECTION HEADS

 Mr Javaid Iqbal M Sc (Mathematics) College
 Mr Riaz Jadoon MA (Urdu) School
 Mr Nadeem Ahmad M Sc (Botany) Cambridge

HOUSE MASTERS

 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid Shah Ismail Shaheed House
 Mir Iftikhar Ahmad Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
 Qazi Muhammad Arshad Sher Khan Shaheed House
 Mr Muhammad Saqlain Safdar Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

DEPARTMENTS

Biology

 Miss Zahida Abbasi M Sc (Zoology)
 Mr Muhammad Hanif Khan M Sc (Botany)
 Mr Shad Muhammad M Sc (Botany)
 Miss Sadaf Massay M Sc (Botany), M Ed
 Mr Rahmatullah M Sc (Biological Sciences)
 Miss Samia Nawaz M Sc (Botany)
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Mathematics

 Mr Noor Ul Amin M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid  M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Habib Ur Rehman M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Shahid Mehmood M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Asim Malik M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Noshad Khan  MS (Mathematics)
 Syeda Kokab MS (Mathematics)
 Mr Askar Zaman M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Mohsin Ramzan M Sc (Mathematics)

Urdu

 Mrs Rubina Sohail MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah MA (Urdu)
 Mr Shabahat Umar Farooq MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz MA (Urdu)
 Mr Muhammad Qadeer MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Jamila Gul MA (Urdu), M Ed
 Mr Asif Jadoon MA (Urdu)
 Zahoor Khan MA (Urdu)

Physics

 Mr Bakhtiar Ud Din M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Saqlain Safdar M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Qasim Abbasi M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Shakeel Ahmed M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Saqib Hamid M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wasib Ali M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Muhammad Ibrar M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Ali Hafeez M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wajid Mehmood M Sc (Physics)

Pakistan Studies

 Mir Iftikhar Ahmed MA (History), LLB
 Mr Awais Ahmed MA (Political Science)
 Mr Shahzad Khan MA (Political Science), MA (History)
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 Mrs Somiya Gillani M Sc (Geography), MA (Urdu) M Ed
 Mr Ammar Ali MA (Political Science)

Chemistry

 Mrs Saira Bano M Phil (Chemistry)
 Mr Zahid Mehmood M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naveed Ahmed Anjum M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mrs Fozia Kamran M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Atif Mumtaz M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naseer Ahmed  M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Fida Muhammad  M Phil (Chemistry)
 Mrs Irum Askar MS (Chemistry)
 Miss Sobia Bibi M Phil (Chemistry)

Islamic Studies

 Qazi Muhammad Arshad MA (Islamiyat), MA (Arabic)
 Mr Saleem Nawaz  M Phil (Islamiyat)
 Mr Rashid Iqbal  MA (Islamiyat), M Ed
 Mr Umer Farooq MA (Islamiyat)

English

 Mr Tashfeen Abbasi  MA (English)
 Mr Aamir Khurshid  MA (English)
 Miss Tahira Sadiq  MA (English)
 Mr Mansoor Alam Khan MA (English)
 Qazi Muhammad Tauseef  MA (English)
 Mrs Syeda Siama Shah  MA (English)
 Mrs Rabia Nazir Malik  MA (English)
 Mrs Nabila Hassan MA (English), MA (EPM)
 Mr Azhar Ahsan MA (English)

Computer Science

 Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi  M Sc (Computer Science)
 Qazi Adnan Ul Haq  M Sc (Computer Science)
 Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi M Sc (Computer Science) MA (EPM), MS (Proj Mang)
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The Junior Wing Faculty
Section Head

 Mrs Mehnaz Khan MA (International Relations),  

  M Sc (Psychology), M Ed

Faculty

 Mrs Bibi Nabeela MA (Political Science)

 Miss Amira Emmanuel MA (English)

 Miss Lubna Taj MA (English)

 Mrs Nazish Sherwani BA

 Mrs Farida Zarshaid BA

 Miss Meher Qurban BA, B Ed

 Mrs Saiqa Qasim MCS (Computer Science)

 Miss Sonana Saleem MA (English), M Ed

 Mrs Faiza Masood BCS (Honors)

 Miss Bushra Jehangir MBA

 Miss Iffat Akhtar MA (English)

 Miss Sara Khan MBA

 Mrs Tanveer Javed MBA, MA (English)

 Miss Madiha Naseem M Sc (Environmental Science)

 Miss Amina Awan MCS (Computer Science)

 Mrs Shazia Zaheer MA (Islamiyat)

 Miss Rizwana Gul M Sc (Mathematics)

 Mrs Fehmina Abbas MA (English)

 Mrs Roomana Kiran M Sc (Chemistry)

 Miss Saima Shafi MA, M Ed

 Mrs Hifsa BA, B Ed

 Miss Sanna Khurshid BA

 Mrs Kausar Parveen MA (Islamic Studies)

 Miss Tabassum Jamshaid B Sc

 Miss Sumaira Malik BA
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 Miss Bushra BA

 Miss Ayesha Yousaf MBA

 Miss Shakra Bibi MA, M Ed

 Miss Rifat Naz M Sc (Chemistry)

 Miss Ambreen Rauf M Sc

 Miss Nimra Aslam M Sc

 Mrs Eram Bibi MA (English)

 Mrs Tayyaba Sultan BA, B Ed

 Mrs Rabia Shafaq M Sc

 Miss Farda Shabir MA (English)

 Miss Sehrish Jaffar MBA

 Miss Beenish Jadoon MBA

 Miss Amtul Hadia Sarwar MS (Project Management), M Sc (Eco)

 Mrs Ammara Naseem M Sc

 Mrs Sakina Bibi MA (Islamic Studies)

 Mrs Hadia Aslam B Sc

 Miss Yasmeen Khurshid M Sc (Economics)

 Miss Amina Jadoon MS (Environmental Sciences)

 Miss Saira Bano MBA

 Miss Mahmoona Tirmizi M Sc (Economics)

 Mrs Rabia Younis MA (English)

 Mrs Aasia Bibi MA (English)

 Miss Faiqa Yousaf MA (English)

 Miss Faiza Saeed Qazi MA (English)

 Miss Taj-un-Nisa M Sc (Computer Science)

 Miss Fareeha Yousaf M Sc (Chemistry)  

Office Staff

 Bursar Mr Zubair Ahmed Khan

 Superintendent Mr Muhammad Qasim

 Caretaker Babu Javed
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Gold Medalists

Ibtisam-ul-Haq
HSSC - 2014 Pre Medical

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Ahsan Rashid
HSSC - 2014 Pre Engineering

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Muhammad Umer
HSSC - 2014 Computer Science

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Anwaar-ul-Haq
SSC - 2014

Chairman Board of Governors Gold Medal

Muneeb-ur-Rahman
HSSC - 2014 Pre Engineering

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal
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Prefectorial Board

Syed Ahmad Shaheed House

Ali Haider
College Prefect

Salaar Haider
Assistant College Prefect

Asad Chohan
House Prefect

Talha Khan
Assistant House Prefect
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Asfandyar
House Prefect

Hassan Ali Khan
House Prefect

Abdullah Babar
House Prefect

Hassan Nawaz
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Hafiz Muhammad Amin
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Umair Iqbal Minhas
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Muhammed Ammar
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Ibtisam-ul-Haq
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Hammad Bashir
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)
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Secretaries

Husnain Tariq
College Sports Secretary

Taha Bin Tariq
Sports Secretary (SAS)

Usman Bin Asad
Mess Secretary (SAS)

Farhan Khalid
Sports Secretary (SIS)

Ibrar Ahmad
Mess Secretary (SIS)

Mazhar Bhatti
Sports Secretary (STS)

Awais Nazir
Mess Secretary (STS)
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Usman Masood
President

Aaqib Javed
President

Saad Zaman
Vice President

Ijlal Haider
Vice President

Fahad Zaman
Secretary

Raja Mughees
Secretary

Muhammed Ali Javed
Joint Secretary

Syed Haseeb Ahsan
Joint Secretary

Appointment Holders

English Literary Society

Bazm-e-Adab
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Outgoing 2nd Year Class

 M Saddam Khan

Adil Ali Shah

Ahsan Chohan

Ajwad Ali

Anas Zulfiqar

Abbas Khan

Adnan Khan

Ahsan Irshad

Ali Basharat

Anwar Khan

Abdul Rahman

Ahsan Javed

Ali Maalik

Ahmad Basharat

Ahsan Tariq

Ali Rehman

Arsalan

Abdullah Waheed

Ahmed Hassan

Aizaz Khan

Ammar Saleem

Arslan Ashraf

Fahad Rehman Faras Qureshi Farhan Ibrahim
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Hamza Sulaiman Haris Zeb Haseeb-ur-Rehman

Huzaifa TahirArslan Imtiaz Asad Ali Khan Asad Ali Asfand

Asif Nawaz Asim Riaz Bawar Khan

Bilal Amin Ch Usman Danish Saifullah Daniyal Shokat

Danyal Jadoon Usman Zulfiqar

Ehsan Ullah

Fahad Noor

Bilal Ahmed

Muneeb Khan Muneeb Sheikh Musaddiq Muzamil Riaz Daud Khan
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Farhatullah Farhad Iqbal Hafiz M Amin Hafiz Kashif Ejaz Hakim Khan

Basit Khan Hammad Bashir Hamza Faheem Hamza Imtiaz

Hamza Khalid Hamza Khan Hamza Munir Hamza Rafiq Hamza Shahid

Hassan Mehmood

Hassan Raza Hassan Sajjad

Hamza Javed

Sardar Ubaid-Ullah Shahzeb Khan Shahzeb Shahnawaz Sharib Jadoon

Imtiaz Muhammad Ishaq Jahanzaib Sadiq
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Qazi Mehran Raja Rohan Raza Ali Rohail Khan

Saad Zulfiqar Saad Nazir Shah

Ibrar Ahmad

Jalib Khan Jamal Abbasi Kamran Jaffar Kamran Malik

Luqman Shah M Adnan M Ali Malik M Hashim M Usman

M Uzair Mahad Iftikhar Malik Abbas Malik Shahzab Malik Shahzaib

Malik Umar Masood Khalil Mauj-e-Ali

Khalid Ahmed
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Muhammad Ali Javed Syed Haseeb Ahsan Noman Javed Noman Khan

Saad Attique

Saad Ayub Saad Habib Saad Hassan Saad Sajid

Sabih Ahmed

Qazi Hanan

Sibghat Ullah

Zahid Mohyuddin Zain Amjad Awais Nazir Muhammad Zarak Zarak Khan

Usman Uzair Khan

Usman Abbasi

Uneeb Ullah Usama Jahangir Usama Khan Usama Shafique Usama
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Uzair Wajdan Ali Wajid Ali Waleed Irshad Waleed

Waleed Kamran Muhammad Waqas

Waqar Waqas Khan

Sikandar Aziz Sikandar Sameer Sohaib Shahzad

Taimoor Abbasi Talal Ahmed Taqi Abbas

Tabish Ali Ubaid Ahmed Ubaidullah Umair Abbasi Umair Ahmad

Umar Khan Umer Farooq M Umer Khan

Subhan Raza
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Principal’s Report 
Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013

Honourable Brig Tahir Hameed - Commandant Baloch Regimental Centre Abbottabad, Distinguished 
Guests, Dear Students, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Assalam-o-Alaikum

 On behalf of the College faculty, young Hallian and my humble self, I welcome you all in this august 
gathering of Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013. Your presence has added grace 
and glory to this momentous occasion and is really a source of honour for us. I am thankful to Brig Tahir 
Hameed for gracing us with his presence as the Chief Guest on this auspicious occasion. 

Ladies and Gentlemen!

  Army Burn Hall College for Boys towers prominently among the country’s illustrious public 
educational institutions. It symbolizes prestige, magnificence, excellence and glory. The alumni of this 
great institution have brought laurels to their ‘Alma Mater’ in its past, present and the coming generations 
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of Hallians will, God willing, surpass the glory attained by their predecessors. Students, here, are fortunate 
enough and privileged to have an environment, where they can enlighten themselves with the divine light 
of knowledge and utilize their energies with a sense of purpose and discipline. Here, we are striving hard to 
make them a solid and positive addition to our society. By the Grace of Almighty Allah, we are successfully 
pursuing this goal with the unending passion and commitments.  

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 The college provides an ideal teaching and learning environment to the students. They are provided 
ample opportunities to promote their intellectual, moral and creative abilities through various curricular 
and co-curricular activities. The focus of the college, however, remains at the wholesome growth of their 
personalities.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 The performance of the students in secondary school certificate and O’ Level Examinations has been 
remarkable. In SSC part-II exam, 166 students appeared. 124 students secured A1 and A grades, which is 
74.70 % of the total. 151 students obtained 1st division which is 90.96 %. 29 students scored 100% marks in 
Physics, Maths, Chemistry and Biology. The overall GPA is 5.08. It is worth mentioning that our student, 
Anwar-ul-Haq secured 1003 marks out of 1050, which is the ever best in the College history. In SSC Part-I 
exam, 231 students appeared. 160 students secured A1 and A grades. 207 students obtained 1st division 
which is 89.6 %. 40 students scored 100% marks in Physics, Maths, Chemistry and Biology The overall 
GPA is 4.89. Our student, Sajawal Sharif secured 501 marks out of 525 which is 95.43%.

 In the O’ Level examination, 25 students appeared in 8 subjects, with a pass percentage of 100 %.  A 
total of 140 A*s, As and Bs were obtained by the students. It is important to note that A* starts from 90% 
and above, A starts from 80% and above and B starts from 70% and above marks. It is worth mentioning 
that our student Mohammad Ali obtained   5 A*s and Mohammad Kashif obtained 4 A*s respectively.

 In Higher Secondary School Certificate Part-II Exam, 141 students appeared. 29 students secured A1 
and A grades and 74 students clinched 1st division in the exam; the overall GPA is 3.18.

 In Higher Secondary School Certificate Part-I Exam, 252 students appeared: 61 students secured A1 
and A grades and 124 students obtained 1st division. Our student, Salar Haider obtained 501 marks out of 
550 which is 92%.
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Ladies and Gentlemen!

 Besides, focusing on the achievement of academic excellence, the College pays due emphasis on 

personality development of its students, Regular co-curricular and extra-curricular activities are organized 

which include various events like debates, Declamations, Qiraat, Hamd-o-Naat, Quiz as well as sports 

competitions. Hallians are also provided ample opportunities to visit the leading educational institutions 

of the country to take part in various competitions. This year, our students participated in the All Pakistan 

Bilingual Declamation Contest at FC University Lahore, Pakistan Air Force Academy Risalpur and Cadet 

College Batrasi, In addition to all these, College has also organized the All Pakistan Burn Hall Bilingual 

Declamation Contest. The Commandant PMA, graced the occasion with his presence as the Chief Guest. 

19 institutions from all over the country participated and the trophy was won by the Pakistan Military 

Academy Kakul. 

 These results and activities clearly reflect the untiring and dedicated efforts of our faculty and the hard 

work of Hallians. All parents should be rightly proud of this institution where their sons are undergoing 

quality education and training.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 My report will be incomplete if I fail to express my sincere thanks to all members of the Board of 

Governors, other Heads of the Military and Civil institutions, particularly the PMA, the Regimental 

Centres and all others, whose help and support was always forthcoming. Above all, we are grateful to all 

parents for their tremendous co-operation. In the end, I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations 

to all the prize winners. 

 I once again thank the Honourable Chief Guest Brig Tahir Hameed for sparing his precious time for us 

and of course to all of you for your valued participation in the function. May Allah, lead us all on the right 

path, for the progress and prosperity of our motherland. Ameen!  

God Bless Burn Hall!

God Bless Pakistan Army! 

God Bless Pakistan! 

I thank you once again.
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Brig. Mukhtar Muhammad, Principal Army Burn Hall College for Boys, respectable parents, 
distinguished guests and my dear Hallians, 

Assalam-o-Alaikum!

 It is a singular honour and privilege to be here as the chief guest of this auspicious occasion, when this 
edifice of learning is showing its grandeur by holding its Parents’ Day function. Indeed, it is one of the most 
important events when all high achievers are rewarded in a befitting manner; and the others, who do not 
get an opportunity this time, reinvigorate their spirits to visit the podium next year. 

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 To grow up as good citizens, one needs certain tenets. It is in our hands — in the hands of our schools, 
mentors and parents — to inculcate these tenets in them to help them grow up as good human beings, who 
may positively contribute to the society, who are governed by the discipline from within not by the external 
forces, who think about giving back to the society, who love all people irrespective of caste, colour or creed. 
And I have firm belief that Army Burn Hall School and College is top of the range in this regard.

Chief Guest’s Address
Annual Parents’ Day And Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013
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Dear Parents!

 Bright faces, I see here today, are our future. We have high hopes for them. They may be the dream 
come true of Iqbal: they may follow the footsteps of the Quaid-e-Azam in true spirit; they may, tomorrow, 
grow up to be the scientists of their own times. By the Grace of God, I see them controlling the reins of the 
yet to come. 

 My dear Hallians!

 Being educated is our religious obligation without which, we are at the level of animals. Always have 
mind; ignorance fails a man to resort to reason. In the Holy Quran surat Taha, ayat 114, the Almighty tells 
His Prophet PBUH to say, ‘O! My Lord increase knowledge in me.’ 

 BOYS JUST FEEL! Allah’s emphasis is on education itself because He knows, the absence of good 
knowledge helps let loose the forces of evil whereas constructive knowledge endows man with the light of 
wisdom and perception, to cement his faith in the Omniscient. 

 My dear students!

 I need to add here that the true grace of a student becomes luminous with the integrity and devotion to 
studies. You being students of an elite educational institution, have great prospects to join the armed forces 
and civil services. The number of Hallians undergoing training at the Pakistan Military Academy and other 
institutions assign it the status of a feeder institution to Armed Forces. As per the Principal’s report, I feel 
you all are highly privileged so try to gain maximum benefit from all the facilities.

 Dear boys! 

 While you should be engrossed in achieving excellence in academics, you should not, at the same 
time forget, that education does not mean the nitty-gritty of grammar or obtaining marks or handling 
sciences alone. Rather, education truly means intellectual, emotional, cultural and social development of 
an individual.        

 Remember! It’s not marks alone that make a man.  

 Dear Hallians!

 You should never be a uni-dimensional individual who is good at producing numbers only; you should 
know things like becoming a good neighbour as well. I urge you to always wear the badge of the Army Burn 
Hall with honour and gratitude; you display it with honesty and integrity. You are the ambassadors of the 
Army Burn Hall. Aspire to leave behind a legacy which you will always be remembered and admired for.

Dear audience, I thank you all for your patient listening. It’s time to bid farewell now!

 May Allah, the Greatest Creator, the Giver and the Protector of Life, bless you all, bless the Burn Hall, 
bless those who have graced today’s ceremony and those who will do so in many years to come as faculty 
members, administrators, parents, guardians, students, guests, well-wishers and visitors.

 Army Burnhall Zindabad!
 Pakistan Paindabad!
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The Award Winners
 Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony for this 
year was held on 6th November, 2013. A function was 
arranged in the beautiful auditorium of Army Burn 
Hall College. Brigadier Tahir Hameed, Commandant  
Baloch Regimental Centre Abbottabad. Following 
trophies and prizes were awarded to the outstanding 
students in different catagories:- 

FSc 2nd Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Ebad-ul-Haq

2nd  Ahsan Ishtiaq Awan

3rd  Umer Waseem Ahmed

Pre Engineering 

1st  Ahsan Rashid Qazi

1st  Muneeb-ur-Rehman

2nd  Rana Muhammad Noman

3rd Omer Ishtiaq

Computer Science

1st  Khush Bakht Sheeraz

2nd  Romeel Ahmed Sanwal

3rd  Umer Wahid

FSc 1st Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Salar Haider

2nd  Ammar Khan

3rd Bilal Khalid

3rd  Ali Maalik

Pre Engineering 

1st Muhammad Hammad Bashir

2nd  Ibtisam-ul-Haq

3rd  Haider Khan

Computer Science

1st  Muhammad Umer

2nd  Abdullah bin Anjum

3rd  Nauman Khan

As Levels

1st  Nisar Ahmed

2nd  Muhammad Zeerak Khan

3rd  Muhammad Adam Khan

A  Levels

1st  Umer Farooq

2nd  Hamid Mahabat Khan

3rd  Aasim Arshad Abbasi

3rd Zain Imran Shah

Matric

1st  Anwar-ul-Haq

2nd  Muhammad Ali Javed

3rd  Fahad Zaman Khan
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O Levels

1st  Syed Muhammad Ali

2nd  Muhammad Kashif

3rd  Attal Khan

9th 

1st  Sijawal Shareef

2nd  Wajih-ul-Hassan

3rd  Khizar Ali Shah

Junior Cambridge

1st  Hamza Bin Abid

2nd  Zeeshan Ahmad

3rd  Sufian Saeed

8th 

1st  Abdul Rehman Khan

2nd  Musleh Jamal

3rd  Muhammad Abbad

Pre Junior Cambridge

1st  Khalid Ashfaq

2nd  Anique Tahir

3rd  Zoraiz Naeem

7th 

1st  Muhammad Zakria Shahzada

2nd  Muhammad Hamza

3rd  Hasnain Zain-ul-Abideen

Academics Trophy

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House 

Co-curricular Activities

Best Qari Huzaifa Daud

Best Naat Khawan Muhammad Waleed Murtaza

Naat/Qiraat Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Best Speaker Urdu (Declamation)

Senior Raja Mughees Ahmed

Junior Zunaib Khan

Urdu Declamation Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Best Speaker English (Declamation)

Senior Saad Zaman

Junior Muhammad Uzair Tashfeen Abbasi

English Declamation Trophy

Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Independence Day Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Interior Economy Trophy

Shah Ismail Shaheed House
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Quiz Competition Winners

Senior Hammad Bashir

Junior Iftikhar Ahmed

Quiz Competition Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Sports Trophies

Basketball

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Cricket

Seniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Football

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Hockey

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Squash

Seniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Tennis

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Volleyball

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Sher Khan Shaheed House

Athletics

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Best Athlete

Ahmed Asghar

Best Sportsman

Ahmed Asghar

Dr Waqarullah Memorial Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House 

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Chief of the Army Staff Champion’s Trophy

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
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Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013

Saad Zaman President English Literary Society  
receiving his shidld

Uzair Tashfeen Abbasi - Best Speaker English (Juniors)

Muhammad Ali Javed collecting the shield of Secretary 
English Literary Society

Ali Haider - the College Prefect

Ahsan Chohan - Captain College Hockey Team
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Mir Iftikhar Ahmad - the Best House Master

Muneeb-ur-Rehman receiving Certificate of Merit 

Muhammad Yasin - the Best PT Intructor

Mr Muhammad Riaz Jadoon - the Best Teacher (Urdu)

Anwar-ul-Haq receiving Chairman Board of Governors 
Gold Medal

The College Principal presenting the College Shield to the 
Chief Guest
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Visit of the Deputy Chairman Board of Governors

Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M) Deputy Chairman BoG 
being received by the College Administration

The Deputy Chairman BoG being briefed about the progress 
of Army Burn Hall College

The Deputy Chairman BoG sharing his pracious views

The Deputy Chairman BoG accompanied by the College 
Administration

Valuable pieces of advice shared by the Deputy Chairman 
BoG
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Eventually the visit has endedThe Deputy Chairman BoG addressing the faculty members

The Deputy Chairman BoG visiting the Boarding House The Deputy Chairman BoG visiting the College Mess

The Deputy Chairman BoG departing from the College after 
his visit
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18th All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Contest – 2013

 The importance of public speaking is beyond debate. Like every year, 1th All Pakistan Burn Hall Bilingual 

Declamation Contest was held on November 5th 2013, in the auspicious auditorium. Every member of the 

college faculty poured his share in this mega event. A number of renowned institutions tested their powers 

for the trophy. Some of the notable institutions were Pakistan Military Aacademy, Kakul, Pakistan Air 

Force Academy Risalpur, GC University Lahore, Military College Jhelum and Army Burn Hall College  for 

Girls. A dinner was hosted in the honour of the participants a night before the programme. The Head of  

English Department Mr Tashfeen Abbasi briefed the teams about the upcoming event. All the participants 

displayed wonderful skills of oratory. This time, the coveted trophy was clinched by Pakistan Military 

Academy, Kakul.  The Chief Guest Major General Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M), Commandant, PMA, Kakul 

gave away the prizes to the winning contestants. He showed his great satisfaction at the performance of the 

speakers and added that our youth were ready to lead the nation to the horizons of progress and prosperity.

The participants with the Chief Guest Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M)
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The Principal receiving the Deputy 
Chairman BOG Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed 
Butt, HI (M)

An Eloquent Speaker of Fauji Foundation 
College for Girls New Lalazar Rawalpindi

The Speaker presenting her arguments
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The Chief Guest is giving away the 2nd 
prize in English to the Speaker of Govt 
College University Lahore

The Team of Pakistan Military Academy 
Kakul is receiving the All Pakistan Burn 
Hall Bilingual Declamation Trophy

The Principal Brig Mukhtar Muhammad 
is presenting the College Shield to the 
Chief Guest
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 Children and young people do not generally 

like the sound of “discipline”. To them it means 

doing something, they hate doing and refrain from 

something, they wish eagerly to do. Thus to them 

the word “discipline” suggests restraint.

 The real meaning of discipline is, however, not 

restraint. It means learning to adapt oneself to the 

conditions of life. Without some kind of discipline 

a man or a woman cannot live in a given society.

 Man is a social animal and he cannot live alone 

for a long time. He has to depend on others because 

he cannot produce everything that he needs in life. 

Living in a society requires some kind of discipline. 

Civilized people have to be considerate about 

others. He who troubles his neighbors can expect 

nothing else but trouble from them in return.

 Discipline is to teach oneself what to do to 

make life easier for others. The highest form of 

discipline is self discipline. Self discipline enables a 

person to refrain from doing things that have bad 

effects on others. In a household a wise father does 

not always advise his children to do certain things 

or otherwise. He rather explains as to how different 

actions of his children might affect others. He gives 

ample opportunities to his children to analyze the 

effects of their actions. In this way, a wise father 

shows the path of self discipline to his children. 

 Discipline is the law of universe; the change 

of season, the seed time and harvest, the course of 

the stars, the phenomena of day and night are all 

subject to law. Thus when we accept the discipline 

of life, we are working together with nature.

 Friends! We must remember, that most of the 

tragedies of history have been caused by a lack of 

self discipline. Mir Jaffar of Bengal and Sadiq of 

Deccan allowed their ambitions to assume such 

proportions which led to the path of slavery. Hitler, 

though, he ruled his party with an iron rod, could 

not rule his mind and keep it within the bounds of 

reason and law and consequently he led a greater 

part of the world and himself to destruction.

Discipline

Asad Ahmed Khattak 
8th C
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 It is very simple to find your lucky number. 
See the following chart. The Alphabets A, B, C……
…………………….Z have their specific number 
in a regular manner. By adding these numbers with 
your name’s, respective alphabets. You can get your 
lucky number.

A1 B2 C3 D4

E5  F6 G7 H8

I9 J10 K11 L12

M13 N14 O15 P16

Q17 R18 S19 T20

U21 V22 W23 X24

 Y25 Z26 

For example

 My name is Haider Ali Khan. First of all I will 
find the number of my name’s Alphabet. As 

 H+A+I+D+E+R+A+L+I+K+H+A+N

 8+1+9+4+5+18+1+12+9+11+8+1+14

 Their sum is 101

 Now 1+0+1 = 2 Add your digit, that single 
number will be your Lucky Number. As my lucky 
number is 2.

Do You Know Your Lucky Number

Haider Ali Khan
6th Blue

 Our Holy Prophet (SAW) said “Children 
are flowers of Allah’s garden”. Children are very 
nice, lovely and innocent. They have been given 
certain rights by Islam and also by the world. 
First of all, children should be loved and taken 
care of. Good grooming and education are other 

rights of children. All the parents should send 
their children to school and not to any workplace 
because education is the best gift given to children 
by the parents. The teachers should also love young 
students and teach them kindly.

Rights of Children

Momin Khan 
5th Green
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 The literal meaning of art is practical skill or 
its application guided by principles, human skills 
and agency (to nature), applications of skill into 
production of beauty especially visible beauty and 
works of creative imagination.

 Art has also been called the language of 
emotions and expression of induction, the outward 
sign of unfathomable mental processes. It seems 
likely that no explanation is sufficient and that the 
more complex societies give rise to more intricate 
motives in the creation of art. And definition of life 
explained by “John Clare”

And what is life, an hour glass on the sun  

A mist retreating from morning sun

A body, bustling still repeated dream

It’s length, a minute’s pause, a moment’s thought.

 I am convinced enough to say that the span of 
life is short and we will have to do a lot of work so 
that our names will be left in the world as one of 
the noble personalities.

 I also believe that a person cannot achieve his 
aim in this fast moving world because he does not 
have enough time to do what he wants to. If he still 
tries, he may achieve the target.

 At the end I must say that art is not biased 
because whosoever gets benefit from it, is only due 
to one’s own devotion. The people like Michelangelo, 
Shakespeare, Galileo and Columbus earned their 
name by hard work. Although the time is short 
yet we can do whatever we want by dedication, 
commitment, hard work and by devotion.

Art is Long, Life is Short

Umer Ahmed 
6th Blue

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you’ll be a better person. It’s how you handle adversity, 
not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton
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 The problem of energy and water resources in 
Pakistan is interlinked with each other. As many of 
foreign experts and some of our country fellows say 
that without dams we are doomed to a dry future 
and they insist that we should built new dams to 
store water and to generate electricity.

 I am not ready to show any willingness to these 
tips given by experts, because these are old and 
odd means of generating electricity and storing 
water. Current knowledge of hydrogeology tells us 
that water storage is earned out better in aquifers 
than in dams. If we only refill the depleted aquifers 
under the city of Lahore we can store more water 
than the Tarbela reservoir that too with minimum 
social and environmental impacts. Rachna, Thal. 
Bori Doab all offer excellent aquifers which could 
be exploited for storage, offering a potential storage 
capacity hundred times more than that of Tarbela, 
Mangla and Kalabagh combined. Although refilling 

on aquifers would be expensive but it would be 
much cheaper than building a large dam.

 To overcome the energy crisis dams are not 
the economic and social solution. Building a dam 
might lose $10 billion with an estimated generating 
capacity of 5 GW. This power however enters the 
grid only after the completion of dam which might 
take 15 years. With the prevailing technology 
of solar power it costs approximately 90 cents to 
produce one watt. By utilizing $10 billion we can 
produce 1QGW and production can start with 
in the first few months of project, progressively 
reaching 10GW in 2 years.

 So, $10 billion for 10GW in 2 years is a much 
better option to select to get our beloved country 
out of all these problems, than $10 billion for 5 
GW in 5 years plus huge social and environmental 
impacts. We should use the latest knowledge and 
techniques to solve our problems and also get our 
investment spent in the right direction.

Do We Need More Dams?

Farhat Ullah Khan 
2nd Year C

Life is a series of natural and spontaneous changes. Don’t resist 
them - that only creates sorrow. Let reality be reality. Let things flow 
naturally forward in whatever way they like.

– Lao Tzu
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 College can be intimidating for both seniors 
as well as juniors. My first year in the college was 
sort of stressful and difficult because of the many 
adjustments I had to make. This is also the time 
filled with anticipation and wonderful discoveries, 
All at once, I have to experience all new things 
which have caused a great impact on me. I do not 
say this to encourage you but rather to inform you 
so that somehow, you develop an idea about what 
lies ahead of you about college, so that you, as well 
as your parents, get time to prepare for. Because 
soon enough, it will be your turn to face all of the 
Big Changes I am referring to,

 Tips to Cope with these Big Changes:  

 Time Management. In college, every second 
counts! So learn to make the most of it by wisely 
managing your time. This will help you to balance 
and sort things out. It will also make you to have 
an extra time for yourself and for your family, and 
it also helps to reduce stress. Learn to Budget Your 
Money. If you have not done this before, now is the 
time to do so. Find ways to stretch your money as 
best as you can. Stick to your budget. This will help 
you save for your future expenses.

 Get Involved: Going to orientations and 
joining a campus organization will help you 
familiarize yourself easily in college, so take 

advantage of these things. It will also help you to 
meet new friends, to realize your potentials and 
feel connected with your school.

 Develop Good Study Habits: This will help 
you to complete your work and concentrate on 
what you are studying while avoiding as many 
distractions as possible.

 Build Strong and Honest Relationships 
with Your Family: College strains family and 
relationships. But having a strong and honest kind 
of relationship will help. Now is the time for you to 
get closer to your family, when you have entered 
college. So, start now while you still have time!

 Be Updated: College has a lot of resources. 
You should take advantage of those resources and 
you should also be aware of what is happening 
around you.

 Be Yourself Always and Think Positive No 
Matter What: You may be hurt by all of the big 
changes you are going to experience all at once, 
like the way that I do. You need not to pretend and 
imitate others for whatsoever reasons. All of us are 
unique and it is up to us how we make use of it. 
After all, College life is to discovering yourself and 
your future. Learn to enjoy it and make the most of 
it!

College Life 101

Muhammad Arsalan Imtiaz 
2nd Year A
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 Project Super 7 was designed to meet PAF’s 
tactical and strategic needs with the least reliance 
on F-16’s, Mirage’s. In addition to that, to design 
an aircraft meeting requirements with maximum 
prospective for upgrades and export options.

 China Aero Technology Import and Export 
Corporation, which officially invited PAF to invest 
in the program, initiated the program in Feb 1992. 
For the next six years the program was being 
persuaded by PAF. 1998, however, was the turning 
point when it was finally accepted as a project of 
national importance. Then Prime Minister signed 
an MOU with China for co-development and 
co-operation of JF 17 Thunder. The aircraft was 
to comprise a Chinese airframe with Western 
avionics and weapon packages. During 1999-2001, 
the development of aircraft moved at a slow pace 
due to non-availability of avionics and weapons.

Details and Specifications:

Official Name FC-1 (Fighter China-1)
Code Name Thunder
Pakistani Name JF-17 (Joint Fighter-17)
Crew  1
Height  5m
Length 14m
Weight 12,700 kg
Weight type Light weight
Type (Multi role Fighter)
Speed  Mach 1.6
Ceiling 14500m (Max)

Main Weapon load 3800kg
Average range 3000km
Engine  RD-93
G. Limit 8.5
Wingspan Length 9.0m

 JF-17 Thunder has an in-flight refueling probe, 
which increases its striking power beyond 3000km.

AVIONICS

 It is fitted with a GRIFO S-7 Fire Control 
Radar System, which has 25 working models and 
has a non-break down time of 200hrs. This Italian 
radar system is capable to look down, shoot down. 
It also includes new digital FBWC Fly By Wire 
system for beyond visual range attack capabilities.

WEAPON SYSTEMS

 It has vast army of weapons. It has seven store 
stations (Six under wings). It can store Air to air 
Missiles. Other Medium range and short range 
missiles. It can also carry Laser Guided Bombs, 
Runway Penetration Bomb and Cluster Bombs for 
air strikes.

FUTURE MODELS

 In future JF-17 Thunder will be equipped 
with AESACAN Electronic Scan Array) Radar. 
The speed will be increased. The structure can be 
changed as per requirements.

JF-17 Thunder

Talal Arif 
9th B
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 One essential standard for living is being 
able to be happy. Happiness can be found in 
many different forms. It can be found with the 
purchasing of simple objects that better our living 
styles or it can be found with someone else that you 
associate with. The latter is the more important of 
the designs of happiness.

 In order to be truly happy you need to be 
able to understand that everything is good within 
your own and that you are able to be happy with 
the people who are in your life and the people that 
influence how you live your daily life.

 Happiness is all of the good that someone 
experiences combined into one emotion. This 
emotion can, and usually does, bring out the best 
in people. For someone to be happy he need to 
know that everything that has happened in his past 
has happened for a reason and that it has happened 
in order to make him better person. Not only does 
it make him a better person but it also makes him 
realize that he should have a firm forth . Although 
things might be hard to deal with at the moment, 
people need to realize that they will be able to learn 
from their experiences and that they will learn to 
take the good from them all. In the end, the hard 
times will help people strive for happiness.

 Happiness is not free. You have to earn it and 
work to keep it. The price for happiness is having 
to suffer and having to question events that occur 
during one’s life. People need to be able to adapt to 
their surroundings so that they can get the best out 
of them. You cannot live your life in fear of what 
can go wrong. You just need to go out and live your 
life to the fullest and know that you will be happy, 
even if something does not go the way that you had 
planned it to.

 The best kind of happiness is when you know 
that you are able to care for someone and that they 
may care for you. They may just be your friends but 
you care for them enough that you want what is 
best for them and in return they want the same for 
you. This kind of happiness is of the purest form. 
It is an unspoken agreement between people that 
says that each of you will do whatever they can 
to make the other person happy and that in this 
process you, yourself, will be able to be happy and 
enjoy the moment.

 Happiness may come and go like the seasons 
but in the end, every moment that you have is filled 
with happiness. 

Happiness

Mohib-Ullah Waseem Qazi 
6th Green
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 Proud nations in the world always continue 
their journey towards elevation while keeping 
their culture and traditions alive, which help them 
to achieve a distinguished position among all 
other nations on the globe. Nevertheless, masses 
in Pakistan have different priorities and they are 
going in a completely reversed situation as they 
are leaving their own traditions and are adopting 
foreign culture to be called as ‘modernists’. But 
in my dictionary they are named as mentally sick 
people. Such kind of mentally sick people think that 
their respect in the society lies in adopting foreign 
culture. They do not even think that by doing it, 
they are losing, or have lost, their own identity.  In 
the recent past, when we were rich in everything 
that is required to form a culturally rich society, 
we had the most fascinating traditions and also 
had respect in the whole world. Countless visitors 
around the world used to visit Pakistan because 
of its distinctive culture and it was the outcome 

of more than one thousand years. Nonetheless, 
now we stand nowhere as we are destroying our 
beautiful traditions with our own hands and this 
process has penetrated very deep in our society. 
Those nations that leave their culture and adopt the 
foreign traditions always fail to get recognition in 
the world. Because they destroy their own identity 
and live a life according to the standards set by 
others. We have gone too far in this respect as we 
think ourselves to be superiors among all societies 
by adopting a foreign culture, Media in Pakistan is 
the route cause of this problem because all channels 
are busy in promoting foreign culture. In Pakistani 
dramas now, one feels that there is no local culture 
as it reflects a complete different picture which is 
not ours. We have currently lost our honor in the 
whole world as we live a life which is borrowed from 
others. We need to play our role in promoting our 
culture if we really want to become a distinguished 
nation.

The Identity of Pakistanis   
Adnan Ahmad 
2nd Year C

Whenever you’re in conflict with someone, there is one factor that 
can make the difference between damaging your relationship and 
deepening it. That factor is attitude.

– William James
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 “But if the while I think on thee, dear friend. 
All losses are restored and sorrow ends.”

 Friendship is an inexpressible comfort of 
feeling safe with a person, having neither to weigh 
thoughts nor to measure words. No need to gather 
or the time or speak to each other every day to 
realize how strong friendship is. As Elisabeth Foley 
says, “The most beautiful discovery true friends 
make is that they can grow separately without 
growing apart.” It is a special relationship that 
needs no measures and is based only on trust. 
Dougals Pagels, an author, says “A friend is one of 
the nicest things you can be”. 

 Friendship is a silent promise spoken only 
by heart and is renewed every time two friends 
meet and smile. “Friendship needs no words – it is 
solitude delivered from the anguish of loneliness. 
In other words, “True friendship comes when 
silence between two people is comfortable.” The 
enjoyment of such friendship comes simply from 
being together.

 “Whether near or far apart, friendship is a 
promise; spoken only by heart”.

 Friendship is full of bounties – it is feeling 
completely natural and pure with others; forgetting 

all pretence and just being yourself. It is sharing 
both big and little things; laughters and tears. “A 
true friend is one before whom you can think 
aloud.” It is the matter of those understanding 
each other’s moods and to be there with a word 
of encouragement, a smile and a pleasant look; 
when most needed. The best kind of friend is the 
one you could sit on a porch with never saying a 
word, and walk away feeling like that was the best 
conversation you’ve had.” A life without friendship 
is meaningless. Friendship gives a man the real 
pleasures of existence in the world. 

 A friend is someone who is rare in every 
way. His smile is like sunshine that brightens each 
new day to make the world a warmer place with 
thoughtful pleasant ways. A friend is someone who 
is affectionate and kind and can know by looking 
at your face, ‘what is going on in your mind’. 
According to Donna Roberts, “A friend knows 
the song in my heart and sings it to me when my 
memory fails.” A friend is a very lovely part of all 
the treasures and memories that you hold in your 
heart. 

A Sicilian proverb goes:

“Only your real friends will tell you when your face 
is dirty”.

Friendship

Junaid Safdar 
10th D
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 It is a true friend who makes our lives complete 

in special different ways. It does not matter that a 

lapse of time comes between two friends, or with 

the passage of time their personalities go under 

change; they remain lifetime friends.

 In the world of today it is very difficult to find 

a true and sincere friend. One must search for a 

treasured jewel. Most of the friendships are made 

for worldly gains or benefits. The old friends be 

treasured as it takes a long time to grow an old 

friend. An old friend is like an old tree that is deep 

rooted and has a firm grip on earth; hard blows of 

weather can not uproot it. So we should not lose 

old friends but to value them always.

 The friend who can be silent with us in a 

moment of despair or confusion, who can tolerate 

not knowing, not curing, not healing and face 

with us the reality of our powerlessness, that is a 

friend who cares. “I always felt that the great high 

privilege, relief, and comfort of friendship were 

that one had to explain nothing.”

 The main attraction of friendship is hidden in 
a sense of oneness of heart. It is a tie that binds the 
two individuals together, spiritually and mentally 
they are one, though physically they are two.

 “Man is known by the company he keeps”. You 
had better be alone than in mean company. Bad 
company ruins many promising careers. Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, an American essayist and poet 
says,” A man’s growth is seen in the successive 
choirs of his friends.”

 “A friend is a person to whom I may be sincere 
with. Before him I may think aloud. I am arrived 
at last, in the presence of a man so real and equal, 
that I may drop even those under most garments of 
dissimulation, courtesy and second thought, which 
men never put off, and may deal with him with the 
simplicity and wholeness with which one chemical 
atom meets another”. Ralph Waldo Emerson.

“I attribute my success to this: I never gave or took any excuse.”
– Florence Nightingale

“Love many things, for therein lies the true strength, and whosoever 
loves much performs much, and can accomplish much, and what is 
done in love is done well.”

– Vincent Van Gogh
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 Life! This one word has been so variously 
defined that it seems almost impossible to select 
one definition. As everyone has its own point of 
view, but it can always be considered as canvas 
which is in the hands of the person who owns it. 
Not only Allah Almighty has blessed man with 
his life, but He has also been generous enough to 
give man the choice of leading his life the way he 
wants. He has the right to make his life of his own 
choice, take his own risks, take decisions he want 
to take. But there is diversity everywhere in Nature, 
we also see diversity in people. Some lead their life 
exactly the way they want, some are bent by rules 
and regulations. Some are happy with the way they 
lead the life, some are in continuous remorse about 
wasting it. Some lead their own lives, while others 
are lead by their lives. But as it is said, “Variety 
is the spice of life”. So, every life has a story to 
tell, every heart has some feelings to share but a 
panoramic view through pages of history tells us 
that all those who made the best of their lives had 
one thing in common “determination, will power 
and perseverance”. As reminded by R.W Emerson, 
“Lives of great men all remind us, we can make our 
life sublime”. Nature has gifted every person with 
one ability or the other. There is nothing like a 
person lacking talent, or good for nothing. Though 
nobody is jack of all trades, but everybody is the 
master of some. Then what is the factor that leads 
the person to the height of the sky and the other 
person to the depths of nothingness?

 The answer is not much difficult to find, it 
comes from deep within our hearts: courage and 
will power. Those precisely, are the tricks. If one 
has an ability and he does not dare to find it within 
himself and expose it to others, it remains wasted 
just like an unpolished diamond. Complaining, 
whining and beaming for one’s failure is not even 
an option. As it is said, “Success hugs you in private, 
but failure slaps you in public”. There is no else to 
blame but one’s own self. It is one’s own duty to 
explore gems of abilities. Allah thrusts upon him, 
and polishes them, for them to become a priceless 
diamond, which he could have easily redeemed 
for the rest of his life. If one does not dare to fly 
how can he know the direction of the wind? If one 
remains afraid of the tides and depths of water, he 
cannot learn to swim.

 It is said that, “One never knows how strong he 
is, until being strong is his only choice”. It is never 
the lack of ability that destroys one’s life but only the 
fear of taking risks, and that of failure, but failure is 
not a thing to be afraid of, the real thing that matter 
it is, how to handle the failure. If one loses heart, 
he cannot achieve again. Failures are like stones, 
it is one’s own whether he makes mountains out 
of them which he cannot pass or a staircase which 
can lead him to the heights of success. It is said, 
“Failure is nothing but a step towards success”. 

People do not Lack Strength,  
They Lack Will
Hassan Zeb 
9th A
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 Only those who learn to overcome the fear 
of failure with their willpower, are victorious. 
Remaining hidden in one’s so called “Safety net” 
not daring to explore his own or self or lacking the 
will power to make one’s life better than ever are 
the sole reasons of failure.

 Not everyone is Talstoy, to rewrite his novel 
“War and Peace”. 25 times, and not losing heart after 
25 failed attempts. Not everyone is Japan which 
underwent the most disastrous events in history, 
yet again rose from the ashes like a Phoenix. Not 
everyone loses and is defeated 5 times, but still 
gathers his willpower and conquers the country in 
the 6th attempt.

 Hence it is clear from history, observation 
and thinking that “People do not lack strength”, 
they lack will”. If a person earnestly wishes and is 
willing to do what he wants, there is no barrier that 
can stop him no wind that slows him down, no 
river he cannot cross and this is exactly why some 
people make a beautiful painting on their canvas 
of life, while others blankly share at it unwilling 
to play with the colors and as it obvious that no 
painting can be completed without it, similarly, no 
individual can be successful without will power and 
determination, as these qualities are as important 
to life as breathing.

 Reading plays an important role in an 
education system. It is the basis of educating a 
nation. Language has two main skills i.e. primary 
skills which include speaking and listening and 
secondary skills which include reading and writing. 
Without developing a reading skill, we are unable 
to interpret the main idea of any written material 
which may lead to misguidance. Reading helps us 
make friendship with books which are indeed our 
real friends.

 A person who is skilled in reading, spends 
his time in gaining a knowledge and it is rightly 
said that “Knowledge is power”. The nations 
which are equipped with this power are dominant 
in all the fields of life. We should promote 
educational activities especially reading, to make 
our educational system effective and efficient. 
This is the only way to create and establish sound 
educational system.

Importance of Reading 

Abdullah Saleem Nizami
5th Red
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 Physical activities play a vital role in the brief 
development of young people. Grooming of youth 
is the grooming of the future of the nation. Sports 
help in polishing the leadership qualities in young 
men and women. Sports provide youth with a 
platform of positive social interaction between 
individuals colleges, cities and countries.

 There is a strong relationship between sports 
and attitude. Sports produces certain qualities like 
facing pressurized situations, sportsmen spirit, 
leadership qualities, positive thinking, confidence 
building etc. These qualities make the youth to 
have a faith in their abilities and to overcome 
the fears which stand in the way of their positive 
achievements. As the Vince Lombardi says.

“Winning isn’t everything but wanting to 

win is (And loosing is not actually the part of 
game)

 No doubt a nation can only be strong when the 
youth is strong and the youth will be strong when 
their aptitude towards the positive achievements 
will be strong. Sports produce healthy youth, which 
can build our nation. Not gold but men can make 
a nation brave and strong. Men who for faith and 
honor’s sake stand fast and suffer long. Brave men 
who work while other sleep, who dare while others 
fly. They build a nation’s pillar deep and lift them to 
the sky. Any educational institution is the cradle of 
success of any country. All the developed countries 
pay a lot of attention to sports as they know the 
nation which lack in the sports can never progress 
towards further development as the sports is the 
ideal way of reshaping youth.

Role of Sports in Reshaping Youth

Hamza Suleman 
2nd Year A

“Success is not measured by what you accomplish, but by the op-
position you have encountered, and the courage with which you have 
maintained the struggle against overwhelming odds.”

– Orison Swett Marden

Success does not consist in never making mistakes but in never mak-
ing the same one a second time.”

– George Bernard Shaw
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 Life is full of dazzles and fireworks with turns. 
Do you think that you are always at the losing end 
of your life? Do you have this feeling that this world 
is not fit for you?

 Let us see how a complete misfit is passing his 
lifeless boring days.

 His day starts with the ear drum bursting, 
head stuffed with the sound of the alarm. He opens 
his eyes, gets up and moves in front of the mirror; 
it is not a beautiful sight of nature but a horrible 
one. Hair standing on one side, a huge pillow 
crease on the face, and a giant zit on the forehead. 
He is not thinking himself to be a human as a heap 
of homework is to trouble him till midnight or 
even after. He tries to salvage whatever he can to 
make himself look presentable. He overhears the 
continuous yelling from downstairs beckoning him 
to hurry up or he is going to miss his bus. He starts 
cramming his toast and swallowing everything at 
once, which triggers a nasty cough and Ehh….. 
some bolus sticks to his uniform. He takes a tissue 
and manages to avoid any scolding. He catches his 
bus, steps in a puddle of muddy water, which leave 
his newly polished shoes in a tantalizing cover. A 
smudge and clay! He enters his college and there 
awaits the college bullies, the one with the million 
friends and goes to the size of mount K2. He 
undergoes a series of endless problems. He now 
remembers that he forgot to bring his assignment 

and he concludes that he is a dead man because 
the teacher is going to kill him. Well, he faces the 
music and it is not pretty. After being skinned 
by his teacher, he dreads the prospect of another 
day of another lonely break time. Just when he 
is thanking, the teasing battalion is busy, he is 
ambushed by the college adjutant for wearing the 
wrong pattern shoes……….Alas. he spends the 
rest of the college time unnoticed. He goes home 
and there awaiting him, is the gunfire unleashed on 
him by his parents who tell him to work harder and 
also enjoy the extracurricular activities. They also 
tell him to be presentable because they are inviting 
some relatives tonight. Oh great …… He thinks 
……… I am just the need of company of some 
cool hip-hop elder cousins. Anyway they launch 
a conversation of what is new and hot. They list a 
couple of rock and roll band and he is treated to an 
endless test of jobs and taunts and he decorates his 
full devotion towards music. At the dinner table an 
aunt enquires him about his skinning and weight 
loss. His uncle tries to include him to a little man to 
man talk about tanks, guns, waves etc. He becomes 
bruised by all the hefty handshakes and patting on 
the back. He simply sinks down and goes to his 
room blocking all the festivities. He is depressed 
beyond belief. He seeks solace in spirituality. He 
prays to GOD to be gifted the right approach to life, 
to look forward to future, to find a happy medium 
to himself.

The Diary of A Complete Misfit

Muhammad Asad Abbas 
1st Year B
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Snakes belong to class Reptilia, a group in which all 
creeping animals with no legs or very small legs are 
included like lizards, tortoises and crocodiles. They 
are found everywhere in the world except New 
Zealand and Ireland, where they are relatively rare 
or absent. They are more abundant in hot regions 
than in cold regions. The tropics and subtopics 
have the greatest variety and numbers of snakes. 
There are, in all, about 3000 species of snakes in the 
world majority of them being non-poisonous and 
harmless to man. They differ widely in their habits 

and modes of life. The burrowing snakes prefer to 
live on trees. Some kinds have long and slender 
bodies, almost wire like, by which they can easily 
reach from one branch to the other.

 Life is a horse either you ride it or it rides you.

 Knowledge is knowing that you do not know.

 The greatest mistake you can make in this life 
is to be continually fearing you will make one.

Snakes

Ibrar Khan 
6th Red

 Books are our constant companions. They are 
great sources of knowledge and entertainment. 
Books can open up the unknown world to us and 
familiarize us with the unfamiliar. It is fascinating 
to read about various things that one has never 
seen or heard about. Books are the tools with which 
we can explore the vast world around us. Thus, it 
is very essential to make a child understand the 
importance of books. One can motivate a child 
to read books by describing various adventures in 

book and presenting a child with books instead of 
toys. A child soon lives of momentary attraction. 
But once reading habit is developed, this would 
offer rich rewards for a lifetime. Books have stood 
the test of time. They never grow old or change 
like fashions or toys. Their real importance is 
understood only in retrospection and so have a 
lasting impact on readers. Thus, we should give a 
child gifts that last and endure.

The Lasting Value of Books

Bilal Ahmed  
6th Orange
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 It was a dark night. I was about to go to bed 
when I heard a tapping sound on my window. 
“Who’s there?” I shouted. Suddenly there was a 
flash of light; I saw a face at the window. It looked 
like an alien, an alien that I had seen on the 
television show, “The X Files”. I felt very scared. I 
ran to my bed and pulled my blanket over my head. 
I started to shout for my parents but there was no 
reply. Then I remembered that they were at a fancy 
dress party.

 I peeped out of my blanket but it was too dark 
to see anything. Then I heard footsteps. They were 
getting louder and louder. It was dark but I knew 
the way to my drawer where I kept my camera. I ran 
there and took out my camera and started to take 
pictures in the direction of the window. Soon the 
footsteps died off. The grandfather clock stuck..... 
Dong.... It was 12 midnight. I went back to my bed 
and tried to sleep. But I could not sleep! Felt too 
frightened!

 I sat up, my mind was full of thoughts. Time 
passed. One o’clock, four O’clock. Finally, I fell 
asleep. I woke up only after eight and decided to 
investigate.

 I found some footprints outside my bedroom 
window. I measured them with a tape and found 
them to be exactly the same size as my father’s 
shoes. The footprint ended at the door of my house. 
I then went to my town to get the film developed. 
But when I saw the photos I was shocked. They 
were black and I could hardly see anything. Then 
I remember that I did not use the flash. When I 
reached home I told my father the whole incident 
and he started to laugh. I started laughing too 
when he told me that he had dressed up as an alien 
for the party. Today, I am still amused to think. I 
was so afraid of my own father.

Scary Night

Muhammad Ahmed Khan 
5th Red

 “In a moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the right thing 
to do, the next best thing is the wrong thing, and the worst thing you 
can do is nothing.”

– Theodore Roosevelt
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 A polymer is a large molecule, or 
macromolecule, composed of many repeated 
subunits. Because of their broad range of 
properties, both synthetic and natural polymers 
play an essential and ubiquitous role in everyday 
life. Polymers range from familiar synthetic 
plastics such as polystyrene to natural biopolymers 
such as DNA and proteins that are fundamental 
to biological structure and function. Polymers, 
both natural and synthetic, are created via 
polymerization of many small molecules, known 
as monomers. Their consequently large molecular 
mass relative to small molecule compounds 
produces unique physical properties, including 
toughness, viscoelasticity, and a tendency to form 
glasses and semi crystalline structures rather than 
crystals.

Some important polymers

 Nylon 66 (nylon 6-6, nylon 6/6 or nylon 6, 
6) is a type of polyamide or nylon. Nylons come in 
many types, and the two most common for textile 
and plastics industries are nylon 6 and nylon 66. 
Nylon 66 is made of two monomers each containing 
6 carbon atoms, hexamethylenediamine and adipic 
acid, which give nylon 66 its name.

 Polyvinyl chloride, more correctly but 
unusually poly (vinyl chloride), commonly 
abbreviated PVC, is the third-most widely produced 
synthetic plastic polymer, after polyethylene and 
polypropylene. 

 PVC comes in two basic forms: rigid 
(sometimes abbreviated as RPVC) and flexible. 
The rigid form of PVC is used in construction for 
pipe and in profile applications such as doors and 
windows. It is also used for bottles, other non-food 
packaging, and cards (such as bank or membership 
cards). It can be made softer and more flexible by 
the addition of plasticizers, the most widely used 
being phthalates. In this form, it is also used in 
plumbing, electrical cable insulation, imitation 
leather, signage, inflatable products, and many 
applications where it replaces rubber. 

 Pure poly (vinyl chloride) is a white, brittle 
solid. It is insoluble in alcohol but slightly soluble 
in tetrahydrofuran.

 Polystyrene (PS) is a synthetic aromatic 
polymer made from the monomer styrene. 
Polystyrene can be solid or foamed. General-
purpose polystyrene is clear, hard, and rather 
brittle. It is an inexpensive resin per unit weight. It 
is a rather poor barrier to oxygen and water vapor 
and has a relatively low melting point. Polystyrene 
is one of the most widely used plastics, the scale 
of its production being several billion kilograms 
per year. Polystyrene can be naturally transparent, 
but can be colored with colorants. Uses include 
protective packaging (such as packing peanuts 
and CD and DVD cases), containers (such as 
“clamshells”), lids, bottles, trays, tumblers, and 
disposable cutlery. 

Polymerization

Naveed Ahmad Anjum 
Lecturer in Chemistry
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 As a thermoplastic polymer, polystyrene is in 
a solid (glassy) state at room temperature but flows 
if heated above about 100 °C, its glass transition 
temperature. It becomes rigid again when cooled. 
This temperature behavior is exploited for extrusion 
(as in Styrofoam) and also for molding and vacuum 
forming, since it can be cast into molds with fine 
detail.

 Polystyrene is very slow to biodegrade 
and is therefore a focus of controversy among 
environmentalists. It is increasingly abundant 
as a form of litter in the outdoor environment, 
particularly along shores and waterways.

 Polyester is a category of polymers that contain 
the ester functional group in their main chain. As 
a specific material, it most commonly refers to a 
type called polyethylene terephthalate (PET). 
Polyesters include naturally occurring chemicals, 
such as in the cutin of plant cuticles, as well as 
synthetics through step-growth polymerization 
such as polybutyrate. Natural polyesters and a 
few synthetic ones are biodegradable, but most 
synthetic polyesters are not. This material is used 
very widely in clothing.

 Poly vinyl acetate (PVA, PVAc, poly (ethenyl 
ethanoate): commonly referred to as wood glue, 
white glue, carpenter’s glue, school glue, Elmer’s 
glue in the US, or PVA glue) is an aliphatic rubbery 
synthetic polymer with the formula (C4H6O2)

n. It belongs to the polyvinyl family with the 
general formula -[RCOOCHCH2]-. It is a type of 
thermoplastic.

 Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a synthetic 
fluoropolymer often trafluoroethylene that has 
numerous applications. The best known brand 
name of PTFE-based formulas is Teflon by DuPont 
Co., which discovered the compound.

 PTFE is a fluorocarbon solid, as it is a high-
molecular-weight compound consisting wholly of 
carbon and fluorine. PTFE is hydrophobic: neither 
water nor water-containing substances wet PTFE, 
as fluorocarbons demonstrate mitigated London 
dispersion forces due to the high electronegativity 
of fluorine. PTFE has one of the lowest coefficients 
of friction of any solid.

 PTFE is used as a non-stick coating for pans 
and other cookware. It is very non-reactive, partly 
because of the strength of carbon–fluorine bonds, 
and so it is often used in containers and pipework 
for reactive and corrosive chemicals. Where used 
as a lubricant, PTFE reduces friction, wear and 
energy consumption of machinery. It is commonly 
used as a graft material in surgical interventions. 
Also, it’s frequently employed as coating on 
catheters; this interferes with the ability of bacteria 
and other infectious agents to adhere to catheters 
and cause hospital-acquired infections.
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Allah is always number one

He is merciful and kind to everyone

He loves you whether you worship Him or not

He loves and gives the livelihood to every one

There is no even single virtue in our record

But He is kind and gives food to everyone

Many people do not worship Him

But still He is kind and loves everyone

Many people are dying without doing any good thing

But when the Day of Judgment comes He will forgive everyone 

But those persons who worship others except Him 

Allah says in Quran that there is no mercy for them 

Allah gave me food in, even, the womb of my mother

I believe not to worship but Him, 

He will also give me heaven with the Mercy of Him

So stop worshiping idols and any other except Him!  

The Greatest Allah  

Talha Abbasi 
10th D
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When someone tries to ignore you

Or anyone comes to bore you

And none tries to assure you

That he has sympathy for you 

Stand up there for a while 

Please don’t weep

But try to smile 

If any friend has wrongly blamed you 

Or out of malice has named you

And for all his jokes, he aimed at you

Don’t befriend him, abstain from him 

Don’t weep but try to smile!!

If not a single thing you owe and 

Your income and grades are low

The speed of having pleasure is slow

 Instead of losing, let hope grow

In such moments that are fragile

Don’t weep! Do try to smile!!

Try To Smile  

Usman Abbasi 
2nd Year B
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Oh! We have our examination,

Every student in tribulation,

In English we have comprehension,

In science we have distillation,

In Maths we have multiplication,

Oh! What a complication,

I tell you why we have examinations,

So we can get into big organizations,

They tell us the sign of good civilizations,

That is why we have examinations,

Studies without examinations,

Give education a bad reputation,

We have to work for our mind’s cultivation,

Examinations the part of education,

Why Do we have Exam?

Talha Abbasi 
10th D
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I can never utter

What I want to say;

And if I do

No one listens to,

And even if one does,

One never tries to comprehend 

Or,

Pretends just to understand

It is so

Because what I say

Is the truth

And no one can hear it;

This is why

I regret 

The moment I conceived it;

And yet

I cannot let it off my head.

The Truth

Asad Abbas 
1st Year B
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I am a Muslim,
And to Allah I pray,
For all His blessings,

My voice I raise.

In one Allah I believe,
No partner has He,

The Lord of universe,
Is compassionate to me.

Muhammad the Prophet (PBUH),
Taught me the way,

To be honest and truthful, 
Throughout everyday.

The Holy Quran,
Its advice, is my guide,
Its teachings I follow,

By it I abide.

Islam is my religion,
Teaches good deeds,
Mercy and kindness,

On the right path it leads.

By working together,
Our hopes will increase,

We should live in this world,
Full of love and peace.

I Am A Muslim 

Saifullah Khan 
10th B
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Sitting in a moonlit night 

I saw my past so bright,

All those fun-filled years

Which were without any fears

I still remember my first day,

It was as usual and not so gay,

And then I started having fun,

Loved every activity under the sun

Year by year time passed,

And left behind memories so vast,

Our teachers were gentle and kind,

Fellows like them one can’t find

They are the souls who can satisfy,

All our problems, who can justify

And now I am standing right here,

From where I can see all clear

The golden times that I have spent 

Which is slipping from my hands I repent

And finally its time to say good bye

My memories long to be cherished 

For my loving school I want to cry 

I think all my worries would fly 

Up high and higher in the sky

One day I will stand too tall

To see the beauty and of it all.

Goodbye My School   

Hassan Ali 
6th Green
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Hey mom, I am waiting in my dorm.
I’ll cry, I’ll die

I am weeping all the night 
I don’t know the time 

But take me home before nine

I am brave but not bold 
I can’t sleep but can weep

I love you mom

You are my Dad
Who is loving and kind 

You often know 
What I have in my mind! 

You listen, suggest and 
Sometimes defend 

My Dad you are one 
Of my ever best friend 

There’s always a place for 
You in my heart
Love you Dad 

My Mom  

Khalifa Abu-Zar Butt 

To My Dad 

Saifullah Abid
1st Orange
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Oh! My Lord 
Oh! My Lord 
Give me light 
So that I can 

Make the way shiny 
And purely bright 
For those people 

Who seek knowledge 
And they will define 
Which is wrong path 

Where we will be right. 

Oh! My Lord

Muhammad Sain Qazi 
1st Orange

I love my mother
More than any other
Mother is a pleasure 

She is a wonderful treasure 
She is very nice 

And cooks delicious rice 
She loves me all the time 

And helps make me shine 
She is the star of my sky

Sometimes looks like a butterfly 
I love my mother

More than any other

My Mother  

Saadan Aamir 
1st Orange
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Studying Maths is a dreadful pain

No more weight it lets you gain

Teacher tells me to do the revision 

And burdens upon me the sums of division

There is no way to be at ease 

It is a horrible and deadly disease

Finding that puzzling “x”

Seems like a with‘s hex

When comes the time of my test 

There is no chance of any rest 

It is like being in a trap

Getting pinched by a crab.

Studying Maths 

Abdul Haseeb 
6th Orange
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The dark green

The silence queen 

The stormy nights 

The leaves fright 

The wind moans 

The feeling stone 

The restless sea

The souls flee 

The dull sky

The rustling leaves 

The moon grieves 

The whispering sighs

The raining eyes

The splashing tides 

The frightening cries 

The tired thee 

The hopeless me. 

The Hopeless Me  

Shafqatullah 
6th Yellow
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I love my school

We don’t have any 

Frightening rule

My teachers all are 

kind

But wrong doing they 

do mind.

Such a lovely 

atmosphere

Where can u find! 

Inculcated into us is not

fear

As they believe to a 

student

School days are very 

dear

Studying in class is not

just a pleasure 

It is truly a lifetime 

treasure 

About School

Nasar Min Allah 
1st Orange
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The sun is glittering without you
The moon is glistering without you
Flowers are blooming without you

Birds are waiting without you
Life is running without you

But I am nothing without you
Dear Father!!

I am lost without you.

Without You  
 
Waleed Tufail 
6th Blue

Yes it is, Yes it is 
Burn Hall in which we study

Life in here is purely fun
Joy and happiness all around 

We know to laugh and never cry 
Our tear glands are always dry 

Cast and religion never bother us 
But with our friendship, dare you mess 

For friendship is the only thing we know 
Follow us and take a stroke 

Ego is a word we never know 
Though our attitude is never low 

See our life at its best 
As our college is simply the best!

Life in College

Syed Samiullah Shah 
2nd Year C
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If a child lives with criticism
He learns to condemn;

If a child lives with hostility
He learns to fight.

If a child lives with ridicule
He learns to be shy.

If a child lives with shame
He learns to feel guilty. 

If a child lives with tolerance
He learns to be patient.

If a child lives with encouragement 
He learns to live with confidence.

If a child lives with praise
He learns to appreciate.

If a child lives with fairness
He learns justice.

If a child lives with security 
He learns to have faith .

If a child lives with approval
He learns to like himself.

If a child lives with acceptance and friendship
He learns to find love in the world. 

Children Learn What They Live 

Haider Ali Khan Babar 
6th Blue
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The name of my school is Burn Hall

Having too many decorated walls

I read in class 6th Green 

The color of the furniture is also green.

My favorite subject is English. 

The color of my pen is purplish. 

Our uniform is always neat.

If don’t we have a beat

The name of my school is Burn Hall 

With many decorated walls.

The functions are arranged by the staff

The dances are performed by the junior staff.

Holidays are a source of pleasure 

And knowledge is a treasure 

The name of my school is Burn Hall 

Having too many decorated walls.

Burn Hall

Muhammad Ummer Tashfeen Abbasi 
6th Green
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Wars and battles are depressing 

Killing, criminating, hurting, distressing

Breeze of peace is Allah’s blessing 

It softens hearts and keeps us bracing

Peace is something we mutually ferry 

For it is endearing and sweet as cherry

At times opinions and ideas may vary 

Doesn’t imply, odium we should carry

Lack of wisdom among conflicting sides 

Result in violence, bloodshed and genocide 

Peace always helps innocent lives 

Circumvent tears, if we truly strive 

Peace brings us love, care and tranquility

Fidelity, steadiness, stability and reliability

Sense of gentleness and serenity

For those who realize, a real sagacity

Pakistanis must rid themselves of vanity 

Instead, opt for harmony, accord and unity

Must cuddle peace through generosity

Break the shells and embrace liberality

Peace in Pakistan will certainly grow

Will be difficult, spiky and may be slow 

When there’s care that we all know 

Peace will make its way like water flow

Devoid of love the humanity would freeze 

There will never be a durable peace 

Peace will make our planet free 

Open our minds, and help us perceive 

Peace is something we can’t sell or buy 

Dig out from ground or grasp from sky

Peace will commence if we actually try

Options are few and the stakes are high

For, love and peace, must unite 

If we hope, to win this fight 

Pakistanis must learn to make it right 

Not blame others, for own plight 

Give Peace A Chance

Muhammad Uzair 
2nd Year C
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Oh! It is so great to be loved! 

I love my parents and serve them 

I love my elders and respect them 

I love my teachers and obey them 

And in return they all love me

Oh! It is so great to be loved 

I love the plants and look after them

I love the trees and water them 

And in return they all love me 

Oh! It is so great to be loved 

When you care for somebody 

He cares for you 

When you have love for somebody 

He loves you

I love everybody 

And in return everybody loves me! 

To be Loved 

Waleed Irshad 
2nd Year A
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The scenario changed in such a way

Can’t think the thing which happened there! 

The people who were looking gay

Tasted defeat, very severe. 

313 against thousands of men 

Having nothing, nothing to fight 

But because of faith what happened then 

They got a victory not in sight. 

The men who came to conquer the sky

Lost the Battle with grains of sand. 

The men who knew how to fly

Forgot even how to walk. 

The people thought as desert’s dust

Knew that for good one has to strive. 

They came to know faith is a must

Can never get their desired seat 

But those who have only faith and nothing 

Can stand firmly on their feet.

313 Against Thousands

Ahsan Zahid  
6th Yellow
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Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
The Champion House

House Master Mir Iftikhar Ahmed
Assistant House Masters Rehmat Ullah
 Ali Hafeez
 Shahid
House Prefect Abdullah Babar
Assistant House Prefects Umair Iqbal Minhas
 Hammad Bashir
Sports Secretary Mazhar Manzoor Bhatti
Mess Secretary Awais Nazir

 Army Burn Hall College for Boys moulds the life of students in accordance with the teachings of Islam 
to lead successful life and to face every challenge of it. With great sense of sacrifice they are ready even at 
cost of their life. The college also enables them to lead and play a positive role in the progress of the country. 
The Principal, House Masters and Teachers guide them in every step they take and help them in all spheres 
of life.
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 Sultan Tipu Shaheed House was named after a great warrior and ruler who taught the muslims “A day 
of bravery and valour is far better than the hundred years of ignonity”. So the tigers of the house try to keep 
the upbeat and valour of the Sultan. Infact STS House has always been trying to inculcate in the students a 
strong sense of competition and challenge up to the Motto “To what heights can I not Rise”.

 The students excelled not only in extra curricular activities but also in academics as well. This year our 
house won both Junior and Senior Sports Inter House Competition as well. This year Sultanians clinched 
the Champions Trophy after four years as the students of the house proved their mettle in every event. 
Sultan Tipu Shaheed also won the Academic trophy as well as Dr. Waqar Ullah Trophy.

College Appointments

College Prefect Ali Haider Virk

Vice President ELS Saad Zaman

Vice President Bazm-e-Adab Ijlal Haider

Best Rider Noman Javed

Best Athlete Umair Iqbal Minhas

College Best Boy Ali Haider Virk

Trophies (Seniors)

Cricket, Squash and Basketball

Trophies (Juniors)

Cricket, Squash and Tennis

Major Trophies

Academic Trophy, Dr. Waqar Ullah Trophy and Champions Trophy

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Abdullah Babar

House Best Boy (Junior) Mohsin Khan
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Best in Academic (Senior) Amir Latif

Best in Academic (Junior Changez Jallat

Best Athlete Umair Iqbal Minhas

Best Sportsman (Senior) Abdullah Babar

Best Sportsman (Junior) Noman Afzal

House Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Ubaidullah Abdullah Babar

Football Ahsan Tariq Usman Ali

Hockey Noman Javed Ali Haider

Squash Abdullah Babar Umair Iqbal

Volleyball Jamal Abbasi Jahanzeb Sadiq

Tennis Mazhar Manzoor Bhatti Awais Nazir

Basketball Hussnain Haider Taimoor Iqbal

Athletics Umair Iqbal Masood Khalil

House Captains and Colors (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Bilal Khan Kamran Zafar

Football Shahfee Ullah Hashim Khan

Hockey Tahir Inam Nusrat Ullah

Squash Shahmir Ali Sadam Hussain

Volleyball Farhan Zafar Inam Ullah

Tennis Luqman Afzal Ziaullah

Basketball Muddasir Saleem M Raza 
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Syed Ahmed Shaeed House

House Master Saqlain Safdar
Assistant House Masters Ibrar Tanoli
 Ummar Ali Khan
House Prefect Asad Chohan
Assistant House Prefect Talha Khan
Sports Secretary Taha Bin Tariq Kiyani
Mess Secretary Usman Bin Asad

 Syed Ahmed Shaheed House is named after a freedom fighter, a brave warrior, a religious scholar and 
a great Mujahid. Its name is essentially on account of the valour, dignity, honour and scholastic ability of 
a man who dedicated all his life to a great cause and worked with missionary zeal to restore freedom to 
muslims of sub-continent from foreign domination. His martyrdom will always remain examplary in our 
lives.

 A public school provides the arena where boys tamed to complete and excel their abilities. A house 
plays a vital role in the character building of its students. 
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 The college provides all facilities and opportunities to borders to help them to enter practical life. SAS 
house refine and chanalize extra curricular activities to enhance the potential of children. SAS house has 
been carrying out all these activities since the establishment of the house. It is a symbol of integrity, pride 
and honour for the college. Like all other years, this year too the house showed remarkable improvement in 
academics as well as in sports. Here we need to keep this thing in our minds that SAS house has maintained 
first position for the last three years.

 SAS house inculcates and develops integrity, discipline and sportsman spirit among its students. It 
encourages its  students to take active part in curricular, co-curricular and extra curricular activities. The 
students of this house take part in the competition with conviction and strength they fight very hard and 
always give tough time to their opponents. This year SAS house showed tremendous performance in all 
activities. However it could not lift Inter House Trophy by a narrow margin of two points and was declared 
runner up.

College Appointments

College Sports Secretary Hussain Tariq

ELS President Usman Masood

Fine Arts Club President Asad Chohan

Hockey Captain Ahsan Chohan

Cricket Captain Hussain Tariq

Karate Captain Hamza Rasool Cheema

Gymnastic Captain Muhammad Fahad Noor

College Colour Hockey Ali Rehman Awan

Vice President Computer Club Usman Bin Asad

President Electronics Club Hamza Javaid

House Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Best Boy Asad Chohan

Best in Academic Abdul Rehman

Hockey Ahsan Chohan Muhammad Fahad Noor
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Football Taha Bin Tariq Kiyani Luqman Shah

Cricket Hussain Tariq Talal Babar

Basketball Asad Chohan Talal Babar

Squash Ammar Saleem Asad Chohan

Tennis Hamza Rasool Cheema Ahsan Chohan

Volleyball Muhammad Shahbaz Hussain Harris Khan

Athletics Usman Bin Asad Shehroz Yousaf

Best Athlete Hamza Javed

Best Sportsman Hussain Tariq

House Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Best Boy Ali Haider

Best in Academics Iftikhar Ahmad Tareen

Hockey Ali Akbar Metta Shehryar Lali

Football Nadeem Ullah Ayaz Khan

Cricket Haseeb Butt Hamid Mustafa

Basketball Kadir Nawaz Mussayyab Ahmad

Squash Muhammad Bilal Khan Sohail Dar

Volleyball Ahmer Maqsood Ghayur Zafar

Athletics Saqib Sattar Shahid Shoukat

Best Athlete Usama Malik

Best Sportsman Sanaullah Khan

Trophies (Seniors)

Hockey, Tennis and Quiz

Trophies (Juniors)

Football, Hockey, Quiz and Qirrat & Naat
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

House Master : Mr Ayaz Hussain Zahid
Assistant House Masters : Mr Tahir Saleem
  Mr Usman Farooq
House Prefect : Asfandyar Jomat
Assistant House Prefects : Hassan Mehmood
  Muhammad Ammar
Sports Secretary : Farhan Khalid Janjua
Mess Secretary : Ibrar Ahmed Khan Rumi

 Shah Ismail Shaheed House is named after the gallant warrior, great scholar and a valiant fighter. The 
House draws it’s name purely on the ground of dauntless, daring, honourable and scholar properties of 
the hero, who did his utmost effort to resist the mounting sick influence. His martyrdom will serve as an 
edifying pinnacle for our upcoming generations.

 It is a matter of great pride for the students of Shah Ismail Shaheed House that, in keeping with its 
traditions, the house has performed well and given neck to neck competition to both Syed Ahmed Shaheed 
House and Sultan Tipu Shaheed House.
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 Shah Ismail Shaheed House has positively proved its mettle the field of sports. It is also note worthy 
that majority of the boys in the college teams were from this house. The Motto of our house is “Always 
Speak Truth” and the spirit of leadership and fight for the Right has always remained an integral part of the 
house. It is the slogan of SIS House that ‘dignity always comes out of excellent conduct’ as shown by our 
young Ismalians.

College Appointments

Secretary ELS Saad Zaman

Secretary (Bazm-e-Adab) Raja Mughis

Football College Captain Asfandyar Jomat

Football College Colour Abdul Wahab

Basketball College Colour Farhan Khalid Janjua

Best Sportsman of the College Zahid Moyuddin

Trophies

Academics, English Declamation, Interior Economy, Football (Seniors) and Volleybal (Seniors)

Best of the House (Seniors)

Best Boy Asfandyar Jamat

Best in Academics Abdul Wahab

Best Athlete Ibrar Ahmed Rumi

Best Sportsman Zahid Moyuddin Naani

Best of the House (Juniors)

Best Boy Hazratullah

Best in Academics Muhammad Abbad
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Best Athlete Naqeebullah Nasar

Best Sportsman Muhammad Yasir

Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Football Ibrar Ahmed Khan Rumi Abdul Wahab

Cricket Hassan Mehmood Asfandyar

Basketball Ch. Abdullaha Virk Umair Ahmed Abbasi

Hockey Asfandyar Hassan Mehmood

Squash Zahid Moyuddin Ibrar Ahmed Rumi

Tennis Abdul Wahab Zahid Mohuddin

Volleybal Umair Ahmed Abbasi Ch. Abdullah Virk

Athletics Zahid Mohuddin Umair Ahmed Abbasi

Captains and Colors (Juniors)

Football Shamoon Awan Faraz Ahmed

Cricket Malik Zohaib-ul-Hassan Khushal Khan

Volleyball Malik Daniyal Waqar Ahmed

Basketball Waqar Ahmed Hassan Javed

Hockey Saifullah Khan Hamza Tariq

Tennis Sohaib Ali Omer Nawaz

Squash Ahmed Iqba Talha Mushtaq

Athletic Hassan Afridi Mohsin Ali Sheikh
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Sher Khan Shaheed House

Housemaster : Qazi Muhammad Arshad
Assistant Housemasters : Mr Wajid Mehmood
  Mr Mohsin Ramzan
House Prefect : Hassan Ali Khan
Assistant House Prefects : Hafiz Muhammad Ameen
  Ibtisam-ul-Haq
House Mess Secretary : Hassan Nawaz Khan

 Sher Khan Shaheed House is a new addition in the ranks of three other Houses which existed in the 
past. The House was established in 2012 and has been named after a great hero of Nation Captain Sher 
Khan Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider). The Hallians of this house derive great inspiration from the heroic life of 
Captain Sher Khan Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider) who started his career as an Air-Craft man in Pakistan Air 
Force & earned a regular commission in Pakistan Army as a 2nd Lieutenant and proved his loyalty for his 
Nation through his great sacrifice and the Nation responded in the same manner awarding him the highest 
military award Nishah-e-Haider. The Hallians of this house pledge to follow the footsteps of great Shaheed 
and will Insha-Allah keep this torch of Shuhadaah high and inspiring for the young Hallians.
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 Sher Khan Shaheed House despite a new house, it has shown an excellent performance in academics as 
well as in sports. The House has secured many positions in curricular and co-curricular activities. Although 
this year, the House could not get Inter-House Championship Trophy, however it produced a remarkable 
percentage of players in college sports team.

 The achievements of House are as follow:-

Academics

COAS Gold Medal Muhammad Umer

College Appointments

Vice President Urdu Bazm-e-Adab Raja Mughees

College Colours

Cricket Mouj-e-Ali
Football Hassan Nawaz Khan

Best of the College

Best Athlete Ch Hassan Ali Khan

Trophies (Seniors)

Urdu Debates, Basketball and Volleyball.

Trophies (Juniors)

English Declamation, Squash Volleyball, Qiraat, Quiz and Urdu Declamation

Best of the House (Seniors)

Best Boy Ch Hassan Ali Khan

Best in Acamedics Muhammad Umer
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Best Athlete Hassan Nawaz Khan

Best Sportsman Hamza Sohail

Best in Quiz Khaleel Khan

Best Naat Khawan Hafiz Muhamad Ameen

Best of the House (Juniors)

Best Boy Ibrahim Abbas
Best in Academics Zain Mazhar
Best Sportsman Ahmer Khalid
Best Athlete Abdullah Tanveer

Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Football Khaleel Khan Hassan Nawaz Khan
Cricket Mouj-e-Ali Hafiz Muhammad Ameen
Basketball Luqman Shah Mouj-e-Ali
Hockey Ch Hassan Ali Khan Mouj-e-Ali
Squash Hafiz Muhammad Ameen Muhammad Umer
Tennis Hassan Nawaz Khan Khaleel Khan
Athletics Hamza Sohail Ch Hassan Ali Khan
Volleyball Muhammad Umer Hamza Sohail

Captains and Colours (Juniors)

Cricket Arslan Baig Saad Rehman
Basketball Khalid Ishfaq Nabeel Hussain
Hockey Osama Farooq Wali Khan
Football Muhammad Faheem Samar Ishfaq
Squash Ahmed Zeb Dawood Shah
Tennis Shahzaib Haider Huraira Ilyas
Athletics Usman Munir Naumaan Ayub
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English Literary Society

Incharge : Mr Aamir Khurshid
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Mansoor Alam Khan
  Mrs Rabia Nazir
President : Usman Masood
Vice President : Saad Zaman
Secretary : Fahad Zaman
Joint Secretary : Muhammad Ali Javed

 The English Literacy Society of the College has always shown academic excellence in all curricular has 

successfully conducted the Inter House Declamation Competitions both for Juniors Seniors time and again. In 

addition it has also organized the essay writing competition as well.

 The Society sent its students to All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Competition all over the country and the 

Hallians put up a very good show and proved their worth and amused the listeners with their wit and oratory and 

brought lards to the College.

 In addition to debates the Society organized various programmes in order to develop the personality and calibre 

of the Hallians.
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Biology Club

Incharge : Mr Muhammed Hanif
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Shad Muhammed
  Miss Sadaf Massey
President : Ahmad Rehan-ul-Haq
Vice President : Jazib Ali
Secretary : Farrukh Iqbal

 It is a fact that scientific development shows the development of a country. It is the need of the day 
that besides theoretical teaching, students should be involved in the practical and creative work at the grass 
root level. In this connection students do research before building a modal and ensures provision of related 
knowledge.

 Like the previous years, the biology club along with its all members remained busy in preparing models 
and doing science activities. Our goal is to expose member to academics and career opportunities.

 All members of biology club took keen interest in their scientific work. Some of the notable models 
were CT scan, circulatory system, respiratory system, food pyramid, ecosystem, Dengui life cycle etc. The 
efforts of the students were highly appreciated by the Chief Guest of Parents Day.
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Chemistry Club

Incharge : Mrs Saira Bano
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Zahid, Mr Usman Abbasi and  
  Mr Atif  Mehmood
President : Mr Fida Malik
Vice President : Ijlal Haider
Secretary : Fahad Zaman

 Displaying academic excellence, the Chemistry Club took keen interest in the  demonstration of 
various skill as well as working models and projects this year. It is an obvious fact that students were 
imparted more practical knowledge of their subject in a better fashion when their own creative abilities 
were utilized in the preparation of models and projects. This was the aim before us the difficult task of 
planning and putting together the various projects in the chemistry labs. We are thankful to God that 
the strong patience of the students and the able guidance of the club incharge bore fruit and a successful 
chemistry exhibition was held on the parents day in chemistry lab II.

 Projects like Water purification plant, solar heating system in houses, volcanic eruption, plant for 
manufacturing of bleaching powder, were not only highly interesting but also showed the tiring efforts 
of the club members. The respectful Chief Guest and the honourable guests highly appreciated the hard 
work of the young scientists. In return we are debted to the Principal & the CI who provided us help and 
guidance that we needed at every step.
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Electronics Club

Incharge : Mr Qasim Abbasi
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Saqib and Mr. Wasib
President : Muzzamil Riaz
Vice President : Noman Javed
Secretary : Ammar Saleem

 To enhance the practical abilities of the students electronics, digital electronic is playing vital role. 
Keeping this in view, Electronic Club which is leading club of the college gives practical opportunities to 
the pluckers to show their abilities and skills in the field of electronics. It’s main objective is to promote 
electronics digital electronics and to aware the students for its practical training and to develop hetaeric 
towards science.

 Like the previous years this year too the Electronic Club provided a perfect plate form to the young 
Hallians to display their outstanding projects. Some of the projects were fire alarm, UPS, geostationary 
ultaviolet filter, receiving amlena, satellite, practical functioning of D.C notor Inshaallah the next year the 
Hallians will show best of their abilities, in the field of electronics and digital Elecronics and will setup 
new trends in the field of electronics me are thankful for the co-operation and avoidance of our worthy 
Principal and C.I.
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Computer Club

Incharge : Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi

Assistant-in-Charges : Qazi Adnan-ul-Haq

  Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi

President : Muhammed Umer

Vice President : Jahanzeb Sadiq

Secretary : Rana Saad

 In today’s world Information Technology plays a vital role. Not only it has brought the people closer to one 

another but also it has brought the World to our finger tips, if we need any information it is just one click away.

 The college is well aware of the importance of Information Technology and has introduced the computer subject 

right from the lower level so that the Hallians should be kept abreast with the ever changing global scenario.

 Apart from all this the college has established the Computer Club where students are provided with ample 

opportunities to show their skills in Information Technology. The Club is provided with upto date well equipped 

Computer Lab. Time and again the visitors appreciated the efforts put in by the young Hallians.
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Fine Arts Club

Incharge : Mrs Rubina Sohail
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Mehnaz
  Mrs Jamila Gul
  Mrs Rabia Nazir
President : Ahsan Chohan
Vice President : Raja Mughees
Secretary : Rana Saad

 The clearest definition of fine arts is a visual considered to have been created primarily for aesthetic 
purposes judged for its beauty and meaningfulness especially, painting, sculpture, drawing, water colour, 
graphics and architecture. The word “fine” denotes the purity of the discipline.

 Fine Arts Club provides an opportunity to the students to show their talent, express their aesthetic 
skills, sense and taste by creating beautiful pieces art and different channels such as landscapes, photography, 
sketching, glass work, mosaic, collage work etc. As always the Fine Arts Club has been rendering valuable 
services and remains busy throughout the year in exhibiting profound talent and creative abilities of 
Hallians.

 On Annual Parents Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, the Club gave marvellous display. The 
gallery was greatly appreciated by the Chief Guest and Parents. 
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Drama Club

Incharge : Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah 
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz
  Mrs Mehnaz
President : Asad
Vice President : Mazhar Manzoor
Secretary : Nouman

 Drama is the fountain of life for the children. It gives sparkle to home, school or wherever children 
gather. Children are actors without stage fright. They perform as expertly to an empty hall as to a full 
house. They say what they feel and feel what they say. They unashamedly use enormous conceptions and 
unintentional puns. Creativity abounds, children ride a plant ‘horse’, eat sand ‘cakes’ and drink water 
‘drinks’ without apology for their realism. If adult have sensitive ears, eyes and hearts, they may be moved 
from the deepest anguish to poetic ecstasy or be entertained by rollicking slap stick.

 Drama is something that we all engage in daily life. Drama has a role to play in all the four skills; 
reading, writing, speaking and listening. This year too the Drama Club of the College was busy in the 
creative faculties of the Hallians. On the occasion of Annual Parents Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, 
they presented an English Play ‘Twelfth Night’ which was very well appreciated by the guests and also a 
tableau based on the song of Jawad Ahmed to highlight the sense of patriotism among the masses. Apart 
from these the young Hallians long various folk songs to show the national harmony.
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College Teams

Hockey

Football
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College Teams

Basketball

Cricket
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College Teams

Gymnastics Club

Karate Club



Get your inspiration
from the most inspiring...

Our

Allama Muhammad Iqbal
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Islamic Studies Department

Physics Department

English Department
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Pakistan Studies Department

Urdu Department

Mathematics Department
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Chemistry Department

Biology Department

Computer Science Department
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Captivating the Hall with eloquence A fiery speaker

Bouquet being presented to the Principal Young Hallian shaking hand with Principal

Enthralling the audience An enticing spectacle
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Young Scholar expressing his viewsDance performance on National Song

Juniors having fun Standing still in the decorum of National Anthem

Kids in a Jubilant mood Beating the heat
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Winning Spirit The faculty with the Chief Guest

Rainbow of Love Chief Guest putting his thoughts in Visitor’s Book

Young Hallians in ancient warriors’ dress Captains exchanging their flags
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Juniors showing their excitement

Brig Hafeez shaking hands with college football team Happy moments of the Life

Taking part in painting competition

Principal with Battrasians Congratulations on success
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Hallians displaying their artwork Traditional ‘Luddi’ Dance

Colours of joyDesperate to win

Aiming at Stumps Same old sweet memories
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Introduction with Abdalians Jubilant Hallians

Enjoying bonfire Exhibiting Fine Arts

Anarkali Rhythm of Unity
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Rhythm of Harmony Historical Presentations

Extended Appreciation Keep it up

Performed well Well deserving award
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Fahad Zaman - Secretary English Literary Society Muhammad Ali Javed - Joint Secretary English Literary 
Society

Mir Iftikhar Ahmad - Best House Master Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Rahmatullah - Best Assistant House Master Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Muhammad Yasin - Best PT Instructor Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Muhammad Riaz Jadoon - Best Teacher (Urdu)
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Mr Saleem Nawaz - Best Teacher (Islamiyat) Mr Wasib Ali - Best Teacher (Physics)

A warm welcome to the worthy Principal Introduction with College Appointments

The worthy Principal receiving the Chief Guest Brig Tahir 
Hameed, Commandant Baluch Regimental Centre

The College Council welcomes the Chief Guest
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Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M), Deputy Chairman of 
BOG shaking hands with the faculty

The worthy Chief Guest being introduced to the  
College Appointments

The College Prefect Rhythm of Music

A tableau performance by Young Hallians of the Junior Wing A scene from the historical play
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Save the world Traditional Dance performance by the talented Hallians

The colours of festivity Contingent of Syed Ahmed Shaheed House on  
Annual Sports Week

Contingent of Sher Khan Shaheed House on  
Annual Sports Week

Annual Colour Day
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Annual Inter House Quiz Competition A winning shot

Yes I can save the world A young butterfly

Grapes or sour


